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Abstract—Now-a-days LEO satellites have an important role in
global communication system. They have some advantages like
low power requirement and low end-to-end delay, more efficient
frequency spectrum utilization between satellites and spot beams
over GEO and MEO. So in future they can be used as a
replacement of modern terrestrial wireless networks. But the
handover occurrence is more due to the speed of the LEOs.
Different protocol has been proposed for a successful handover
among which BMBHO is more efficient. But it had a problem
during the selection of the mobile node during handover. In our
previous work we have proposed an algorithm so that the
connection can be established easily with the appropriate
satellite. In this paper we will evaluate the mobility management
cost of Algorithm based Billboard Manager Based Handover
method (BMBHO). A simulation result shows that the cost is
lower than the cost of Mobile IP of SeaHO-LEO and PatHOLEO.
Keywords-Component; Handover latency; LEO satellite; Mobile
Node (MN); Billboard Manager (BM).

I.

INTRODUCTION

Modern terrestrial networks are designed as per to give the
low cost and best quality service. Mobile networks provide
communication to a limited geographical area. The
applications of satellite network increases in order to provide
the global coverage in a large area. There are different
satellites for this communication [1] [2].

1. Geostationary satellite
2. Medium Earth Orbit satellite
3. Low Earth Orbit satellite.
Among which Low Earth Orbit satellite is the best for
communication and as the replacement of future terrestrial
wireless networks as it has some advantages like
a.
b.
c.

Low propagation delay
Low end to end delay
Low power requirement

d.
More efficient frequency
between satellites and spot-beams.

spectrum

utilization

But the Leo satellite has also some problems. The main
problem is that the low earth orbit satellites have a large
relative speed than the speed of mobile nodes (MN) & earth.
That’s why the handover occurrence is more. So the call
blocking probability (Pb) and force call termination probability
(Pf) is also higher. To solve this problem different handover
techniques have been proposed.
What is handover?
Handover is the process of transferring satellite control
responsibility from one earth station to another earth station
without any loss or interruption of the service[3][4].
An unsuccessful handover can degrade the system
performance like call quality as well as it call because the
forced call termination. To solve these problems different
handover technique has been proposed [5] [6]. A handover is
done in the following three steps:
i.
ii.
iii.

Scanning
Authentication
Re-association

Scanning: When a mobile station is moving away from its
current satellite, it initiates the handoff process when the
received signal strength and signal-to-noise-ratio have
decreased below the threshold level. The MN now begins the
scanning to find new satellite. It can either go for a passive
scan (where it listens for beacon frames periodically sent out
by satellites) or choose a faster active scanning mechanism
wherein it regularly sends out probe request frames and waits
for responses for TMIN (min Channel Time) and continues
scanning until TMAX (max Channel Time) if at least one
response has been heard within T MIN. Thus, n*TMIN ≤ time to
scan n channels ≤ n*TMAX. The information gathered is then
processed so that the MN can decide which Satellite to join
next. The total time required until this point constitutes 90% of
the handoff delay.
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Authentication: To associate the link with the new
satellite Authentication is necessary. Authentication must
either immediately proceed to association or must immediately
follow a channel scan cycle. In pre-authentication schemes,
the MN authenticates with the new satellite immediately after
the scan cycle finishes.
Re-Association:
Re-association is a process for
transferring associations from old satellite to new one. Once
the MN has been authenticated with the new satellite, reassociation can be started. Previous works has shown reassociation delay to be around 1-2 ms. The range of scanning
delay is given by:-

a. At the beginning of the handover MN registers itself
in FA and waits for the channel allocation in FA and also
updates its location in HA directory.
b. Then the packets are sent to HA and HA encapsulate
it.
c. After that encapsulated packets are sent to The FA.
d. Lastly FA decapsulate those packets and sent it to
MN.
But this protocol also has some drawbacks. The main
drawbacks of this protocol are:





N × Tmin _ Tscan _ N × Tmax
Where N is the total number of channels according to the
spectrum released by a country, Tmin is Min Channel Time,
Tscan is the total measured scanning delay, and Tmax is Max
Channel Time. Here we focus on reducing the scanning delay
by minimizing the total number of scans performed.

It has High handover latency
packet lost rate is also very high
It has insufficient routing path
Conflicts with network security solution

So to overcome this drawbacks another protocol have been
proposed i.e. Seamless handover management scheme
(SEAHO-LEO) [9] [10] [11].

The paper is organized as follows: In the second section
we have described the related works on handover management
including Mobile IP, SeaHO-LEO, PatHO-LEO and our
previously proposed Algorithm Based BMBHO. In the third
section we have described the proposed work which includes
the cost analysis of Algorithm Based BMBHO. In the forth
section the simulation results of both our method and standard
methods. In the section 5 we conclude the whole paper and
finally a future work is mention regarding this paper in section
six.
II.

RELATED WORK:

To solve the problems of unsuccessful handovers different
handover management protocols have been proposed [7] .The
most widely used one is MIP i.e. Mobile IP Network [8]. It is
proposed by The Internet engineering task force (IETF) to
handle mobility of internet hosts for mobile data
communications. MIP is based over the concept of Home
Agent (HA) and Foreign Agent (FA) for delivering of packets
from one MN to CN.

Figure 2: Handover scenario in SeaHO-LEO

This can be done in the following steps:
A. Calculate a new IP
B. Send handover preparation request to current satellite
C. Start to use new IP to send data packets
D. CN starts to use new satellite
The main disadvantage of this process is
 packet loss is less
 It has lower handover latency.
The main disadvantage of this process is
 High messaging traffic.
To get over these drawbacks another method to remove
high messaging traffic is Pattern based handover management
(PatHO-LEO) [8], [9].
It describes as follows




Figure 1: Handover scenario in MIPIt is done in four steps.

Satellite register to BM.
MN registers to BM.
BM establishes the satellite and user mobility pattern
(SMUP) table.
 CN and BM establish connection.
 CN sends data packets to MN.
But the main drawback of PatHO-LEO is that
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Every user should have a specific mobility pattern in a
specific period of time. A user can have more than one
mobility pattern. But when it violets its mobility pattern the
handover process will be either in SeaHO-LEO or MIP.

the footprint of a satellite. So the channel capacity changes
very frequent. This time period is inversely proportional to the
success of handover.
3)Handover request is send to BM: If a new MN wants
to handover i.e. its signal strength decreases under a certain
level
called
threshold
level,
it
sends
a
HANDOVER_REQUEST (HO_REQ) to BM via its current
satellite which contains the following
i) IP addresses of the current satellite (CS),
ii) IP address of adjacent satellite (AS) If MN/MN1 is
connected to CN/MN2 through more than one satellite by
ISLs.
iii) IP address of MN itself.
ii) Position of MN.
iii) The direction of the MN i.e. in which direction it wants
to go.

Figure 3: Handover scenario in PatHO-LEO

The no of user who do not have a specific mobility pattern
in a week is increasing day by day like salesman, LIC worker
who have to go different place at different time in a week.
Now to overcome these existing problems the handover
management protocol proposed is named as BMBHO i.e.
Billboard Manager Based Handover Technique where BM
only stores satellite location signal strength based on QoS
parameters[12][13].
 In BMBHO we assume that the direction of the signal
flow is in one side or both side i.e. from CN to MN (where CN
is fixed & MN is movable) or from MN1 to MN2 and vice
versa (where both are movable).
 If the CN/MN2 is under the footprint of same satellite
then the communication will be via one satellite otherwise
via different satellite by ISL. So it is not important to know
that communication is through CN/MN2, as the method is
same for all.
This handover process can be done in the following ways
1) BM stores all info about satellites: the entire
satellites resister to BM including their IP address. This
information not subjected to change and permanently stored in
the BM database.
2) All satellite sends periodic info: All the satellites will
send the following info periodically to the BM.
i) Channel capacity: -- How many channels are available
in the satellite.
ii) Signal strength: --What is the strength of the signal at
that time because from time to time and area to area due to the
different weather condition.
This information is not constant & it updates itself every
time it gets a new info. The time period of this update will be
set as small as possible because a huge no of MN lies under

4)BM selects the new satellite: Now BM first makes a list
of available satellites in that direction at that time with the
help of its stored data & the updates of satellites. Then BM
selects best satellites for that MN according to the QoS
parameters. A specific algorithm has to be developed for
selecting the correct satellite.
5)MNstarts to use new satellite: Once the satellite is
selected BM sends the IP address of the new satellite to the
MN & CN/MN2/AS. Now CN/MN2/AS makes a connection
set up for the new satellite and it communicates to MN via the
new satellite.
ALGORITHM:
The algorithm of BMBHO [14] is as follows
1) BM stores all information about satellite like IP
addresses of the satellite.
2) All satellite sends periodic information to Billboard
Manager.
a) Channel capacity
b) Signal strength
Both of the information varies time to time and also area
to area.
3) Now for t=0,compare channel capacity if the
channel capacity >0
Continue;
Else stop
4) Compare channel capacity, choose the maximum one.
5) If the channel capacity of the two satellite to
handover is same,
6) Compare the signal strength. Choose the lowest
signal strength of same channel capacity.
Else go back to 4
7) Repeat 4-6 every time while choosing a new satellite
to handover.
8) Make a list of the available satellites and store it to
BM
9) Now, If a new mobile node wants to handover ,signal
strength decreases under a certain level i.e. threshold level, it
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sends a Handover Request to BM via its current satellite
containing
a) IP address of the current satellite.
b) IP address of the adjacent satellite, If
MN/MN1 is connected to CN/MN2 through more than one
satellite by ISLs.
c) IP address of MN.
d) Position of MN
e) The direction of the MN
10) Now BM again makes a list of available MNs.
11) Now comparing the first list and second list it
chooses the best satellite to handover.
12) Once the satellite is selected, BM sends MN the IP
address of the new satellite.
13) Now the connection is established.
FLOW CHART:

number of receivers. Taking into account the broadcasting
capabilities of satellites, however, the cost is also simply a
product of the message size and the number of travelled hops.
Cost=M.H

(1)

Costs of different Mobility management events:
The following defines the cost required for each mobility
management event; binding update, local forwarding and
paging
For each case, the Control messages generated are
assumed to be equally sized (M) in all the four events.
The number of control messages that are generated upon a
handover occurrence between mobile nodes and the
corresponding ARs, is assumed to be same for MIP and our
proposed method. Thus we can neglect the number of control
message in the cost evaluation.
1.
Binding Update Cost: Let HMN,LDdenote the number
of hops between a mobile node and the Location Directory.
The cost for binding update procedure can be expressed as:
M.HMN,LD
2.
Local Forwarding Cost: Denoting the number of
hops between two adjacent satellites as HAR,AR the local
forwarding cost is shown as follows:
M · HAR,AR
Management Cost of MIP and our proposed method
The costs of Mobile IP and our proposed method are as
follows
A. Mobile IP: The cost of MIP is the product of binding
update cost and rate of handover occurrence. The local
forwarding, paging and GPS are not used here. So the MIP
management cost, CMIP(t) can be expressed as
CMIP(t)= M.HMN,LD.RHO(t)

(2)

Where the rate of handover occurrence, RHO(t), is:
RHO(t)=Vsat.Lsat∫

(

)

(

)

(3)

Where, Vsatand Lsatdenote the ground speed of satellite and
the coverage boundary length, respectively. DL(Vsat.t) denote
the linear density of nodes on the coverage boundary at time t.
Figure 4: Algorithm for establishing connection

III.

PROPOSED WORK:

In our previous work we have discussed the Algorithm
based BMBHO method and shown how it can reduce
handover latency and call blocking probability.
Here we will analysis the cost of this Algorithm based
BMBHO method and compare it with other standard methods
like MIP.
Mobility Management Cost Definition
In [12] the mobility management cost is evaluated as the
product of generated control message size, M and the number
of hopes, H, required to deliver the message. If we apply such
definition into the paging cost, it will be proportional with the

B. PatHO-LEO: In the PatHO-LEO model, the local
forwarding and paging scheme create some additional cost.
The total cost of PatHO-LEO model CPatHO-LEO (t) is
CPatHO-LEO (t) = M.HMN,LD+ M.HAR,ARRHO(t).α
+
{M.HAR,AR(S-1)+M.S}*n(t)(1-α).λ
(4)
Where, .HAR,AR and S denote the number of hops between
two adjacent satellites and the number of single-beam
satellites that cover a single paging area, respectively. n(t) and
α denote the total number of MNs per a coverage area at time t
and the ratio of active MNs to the total number of MNs,
respectively. The rate of new connections to a MN is denoted
as λ.
C. Proposed Work: In our proposed method we have
introduced the billboard manager (BM) so that we have
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CMSG,DAY= 24*{(M.HSat,BM*3600)/t}*n

(5)

2. Messaging Cost per handover: Now we will evaluate
the messaging cost per handover. When the signal strength
and signal to noise ratio decreases below the threshold level
then every MN sends the handover request HR_REQ and
after performing the BMBHO algorithm BM sends IP of the
current satellite and adjacent satellite to MN so the required
messaging cost between MN and BM CMN,BM is
CMN,BM = 2*M*HMN,BM (6)
Now the message transfer between satellites to BM is also
two which contains the IP address of the MN; one to the
current satellite and another to the adjacent satellite. So the
total messaging cost between BM and satellites CSat,BMis
CSat,BM = M*(HCSat,BM+ HAdSat,BM)

(7)

Where HCSat,BM is the message transfer between the current
satellite and BM and HAdSat,BM is the message transfer between
adjacent satellite and BM.
Now if the handover involves only one satellite then
HAdSat,BM = 0
Let K be the total number of handover in a day and L be
the total number of handover which involves only one satellite
then equation 7 reduces to
CSat,BM = M*{HCSat,BM*(K-L)+ HAdSat,BM*L)

(8)

So now the total messaging cost for handover CMSG,HO is
CMSG,HO= CMN,BM + CSat,BM
=2*M*HMN,BM+
M*{HCSat,BM*(K-L)+ HAdSat,BM*L)
(9)
So the total messaging cost CMSG is
CMSG = CMSG,DAY+ CMSG,HO
= 24*{(M.HSat,BM*3600)/t}*n
+
M*{HCSat,BM*(K-L)+
(10)
So the total cost of handover CTotis

+2*M*H MN,BM
HAdSat,BM*L)

CTot = (CMSG + M.HAR,AR)* RHO(t)
=({24*{(M.HSat,BM*3600)/t}*n
+2*M*H MN,BM
+ M*{HCSat,BM*(K-L)+ HAdSat,BM*L)} + M.HAR,AR)* RHO(t)
(11)

Equation 11 represents the total cost of algorithm based
BMBHO.
IV.

SIMULATION RESULT:

In order to evaluate the performance of the new algorithm
based BMBHO, we compared it to MIP & SeaHO-LEO and
the previous BMBHO. Each algorithm is evaluated by
analyzing the Handoff delay, Forced call termination
probability & MN’s throughput and efficiency.
The simulation results were run on MATLAB 7.8 in a
designed virtual environment.
40

Simulation results of MN’s handover throughput

35
Throughput(packets)

successfully removed the scanning cost but it will introduce
the messaging cost which we will evaluate now
1. Messaging Cost in a day: As all channel sends
periodically the messages to BM which contains two
information channel capacity and signal strength so if N be
the total number of satellite and t (in sec) will be the time
interval between sending two successive messages so the
total number of messaging in a day will be
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Fig 5: Simulation results of MN’s handover throughput

In figure 5 we compare the Handover throughput for MIP,
SeaHO-LEO & BMBHO and algorithm based BMBHO
during a handover. Due to the tunneling between HA and FA
in Mobile IP network, throughput of the channel between
MN1/CN and MN2/MN converges to zero during handover
and the handover model is completed, the throughput reaches
a reasonable value. SeaHO-LEO throughput is better than MIP
during handover as it does not reach to zero.
In BMBHO the throughput is higher than SeaHO-LEO
because the handover takes very less time and the packets
during handover is sent by the old link. And here we can see
that algorithm based BMBHO is far better as it has a specific
algorithm to choose the best satellite for establishing
connection.
In figure 6we have compared the handoff latency between
the MIP,SeaHO-LEO,BMBHO and the Algorithm based
BMBHO.comparing all the results we can conclude that due to
ommiting the scanning process handoff delay is very less in
BMBHO than the other two.
Now in the Algorithm Based BMBHO,we have taken the
BMBHO with just an algorithm to select the satellite.so for
this also handoff latency will be lesser than the MIP and
SeaHO-LEO and as this finds the easiest way and lesser time
to establish the connection following the specific algorithm its
handoff latency is lesser than the normal BMBHO also.
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200
handoff latency

V.

Simulation results of handover latency

250

In this paper we have evaluated the total cost analysis of
algorithm based BMBHO management where we have shown
that the specific algorithm can reduce handover latency, data
loss, scanning time, cost and forced call termination
probability as well as can increase the MN’s throughput and
the efficiency.
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Fig 6: Simulation results of handover latency
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